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During 2008 monitoring in two churches, two churchyards and in the vicinity of a medieval manor house was carried out by the author of the article.

In the medieval Harju-Risti churchyard, a low trench was dug for lighting cables. The work revealed no structures and disturbed no burials, but 13 late medieval and early modern silver and copper coins were gathered from the soil in the trenches. In the medieval Kuusalu church, the floor of the medieval nave area and the 19th century north transept was replaced. A 30–40 cm thick layer of soil was removed under the floors as well. As the work continued in 2009 to some extent, they will be described in detail in the next year’s volume. This publication introduces the results of two larger scale works in 2008, i.e. Kuimetsa manor site and Paide Püha Risti church, based on the volume of excavations and material obtained.

**MEDIEVAL MANOR HOUSE IN KUIMETSA**

A new parking lot and a bus station were built about 50 m north-west of a medieval manor house site in Kuimetsa, in Kaiu Municipality in Raplamaa County (Juuru parish). During the Middle Ages from the 13th century Kuimetsa manor together with a large land estate including most of the territory of the present municipality, belonged to the St. Michael’s Cistercian Nunnery of Tallinn. The house has been a ruin probably from the Livonian War (1558–1583) and today only the cellar walls of the main building of the manor have preserved under a 3 m high and 35 m wide ruin knoll in the park (Figs. 1; 4). The ruin has been described and identified as a medieval house by Armin Tuulse (1942, 288). The site has never been excavated, but a detailed contour plan was made in 1974 (Hermann 1974). Although remains of another medieval buildings or occupation layer were expected, the fieldwork revealed nothing medieval, probably because the bus station was planned far enough from the ruin. Foundations of the north-eastern wing of a three-winged barn from the first half of the 19th century were discovered (Fig. 2). This wing has been demolished before the Second World War already.

New information concerning the medieval house ruins was obtained nevertheless. A drawing by C. Faehlmann from 1828, depicting one outer wall of the house still standing at that time has been published by Tuulse.
(1942, 287). Relying on this drawing Tuulse was able to describe it as a medieval dwelling tower (*Wohnturm*). After the fieldwork of 2008 it appeared that in addition to the facade drawing a ground plan of the ruin by Faehlmann has preserved in the Estonian Historical Archives as well (EAA 854-4-469), which has not been used or published before (Fig. 3). The ruin plan was digitalized and set on a modern plan of the site (Fig. 1), combining it with an unpublished detailed contour plan of the site from
1974 (Hermann 1974). As a result, the approximate position and absolute size of the walls still standing in 1828 can be estimated. It appears that the standing wall was the southern outer wall of the house, about 17 m long and 1.5 m thick. Although the northern parts of the house had collapsed by 1828, now the overall size and form of the house can be estimated relying on the position of the southern wall and the size of the ruin knoll. It appears that the quadrangular house was at least twice as long as wide, reaching to at least 30 m in length. Using the plan, the low and round walls in the south-west corner, poorly preserved but still visible in 1828, can be interpreted as remains of a small round gun tower from the early period of firearms with an outer diameter of about 9 m. The results might be considered as a good starting point for everyone to prepare for the first excavations on the ruin in the future.

**PAIDE PÜHA RISTI CHURCH**

Replacing the floors of Paide Püha Risti (Holy Cross) church was continued (see also Kadakas et al. 2008, 194–196) in summer 2008 as well as trenches for sewage water and heating pipes and a new drainage pit were dug in the churchyard (Fig. 5). The old floor of limestone slabs from the southern tower and about 50 cm thick layer of demolition debris were removed. The present tower walls above ground have probably been built during 1771–1786 together with the present nave, although it must have been rebuilt to some extent after the fire in 1845. Assuming by some late finds, the demolition debris removed during the fieldwork probably comes from this last rebuilding period. Removing the debris revealed the former foundations of the church tower – surprisingly it appears that the quadrangular tower has originally had a perfectly round interior plan (Fig. 6). The round upper part of the tower foundations has been built of limestone on top of a large platform of round rocks extending all over the tower area.

The southern inner corners of the tower have probably been remodeled after the fire of 1845. The fieldwork did not give a clear answer to the main issue – do the round foundations of the tower originate from the medi-
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1 Many thanks to Laura Kipper who helped with a copy of the plan. In 2008 a different version of the same plan was published in Latvia (Livonijas Pils 2008, 296).
eval church, or were these built together with the tower walls and church nave consecrated in 1786? The round interior somewhat corresponds to the oblong round shape of the former sacristy interior discovered during the fieldwork of 2007 under the present sacristy floor north of the nave. As the sacristy foundations were dated to the church period of 1786, regarding the symmetry and similar design features, it can be suggested that the south tower foundations were built between 1771–1786 as well.

A sewage water pipe trench about 70 cm deep was dug north of the church. Though the digging did not reach the in situ burials, several human bones from mixed burials indicate that people have been buried in this area. From the trench, a 3.5 m long fragment of a collapsed limestone vault was found west of the sacristy and another possible collapsed wall fragment or a light foundation remain was found north of the sacristy. Two pieces of hewn limestone masonry characteristic to a big church window were found from the debris in the trench as well. The exact origin and dating of these building fragments remained unclear.

A drainage pit was dug 3 m east of the sacristy. According to the project the pit had to be more than 2 m deep. However, as skeleton burials were found 1.6 m deep from the present ground level, the burials were...
preserved and as a rational compromise the pit was extended to keep the same volume of gravel.

A test pit was dug right outside the nave close to the wall of sacristy. It appeared that the foundation of the nave has been much wider than the wall of the present nave. If it is true that the nave foundations originate from the medieval church as presumed after the fieldwork of 2007 (Kadakas et al. 2008, 195), the wall of the medieval nave must have been up to 195 cm thick.

The heating pipe trench was situated on the southern side of the church and entered the building near the present south-western tower built in the beginning of the 20th century. Right south of the south-western corner of the nave two walls 220 and 260 cm thick appeared in the trench. Obviously the walls belonged to a building once standing next to the southern wall of the nave close to the south west corner, protruding about 5 m southwards. Notably the foundations of this building were as wide as of the nave, indicating a high structure, not a low chapel which would normally be expected in such a place.

It can be speculated that a tower has been standing on these mentioned foundations. A tower has been depicted on a 17th century engraving, which supposedly depicted Paide town with Paide Holy Cross church (Eelnurme 1936, 10; Sirel 1974, 46). As it is the only depiction of Paide town before major destructions in the beginning of the 17th century, some researchers have doubted if the artist has ever visited Paide or if the depiction has anything to do with Paide at all. The results of the investigations of 2007 under the nave roughly corresponded to the depiction of the church on the historic engraving – a long nave under one roof and without a protruding chancel,
which gave some credibility to the engraving. We can see an odd detail on it – a west tower, which has not been positioned west of the nave, but to the south of the nave right near the south-western corner. It corresponds rather exactly to the foundations discovered in 2008.

The heating pipe trench protruding some 50 m south from the church including a lot of loose human bones revealed traces of a cemetery all over the northern part of the present Keskviljak (Central Square). Preserved burials were not found – these must be located in deeper layers. It can be concluded, that the northern half of the Central Square has been a cemetery until the 18th century and only the southern half was the market. The pipe trench crossed the area where a cross-shaped timber church was erected in the second half of the 17th century, which was burnt down in the Nordic War (1700–1721). No remains of it were found, but perhaps a fragment of an indistinct stone foundation can be considered as a hint to the church building.
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EAA 854-4-469 = Ruine zu Kuimets im Harrienschen Kreise und Jordenschen Kirchspiel. 1828. (Map in EAA.)


ARHEOOLOGILINE JÄRELEVALVE KUIMETSA KESKAEGSES KINDLUSTATUD MöISAS JA PAIDE PÜHA RISTI KIRIKUS

Ligi 50 m Kuimetsa keskaegse kindlusatud möisa varemetest löuna poole rajati bussipeatus ja parkimisplats (jn 1). Keskajal Tallinna naistsistertlaste Mihkli kloostrile kuulunud lõuna hoone muutus varemeks arvatavasti juba Liivi sõja käigus. Praegu möisa parxis asuvat umbes 3 m kõrgust ja 35 m läbi- mõõduga varemeküngast (jn 4) ei ole kaevatud, kuid A. Tuulse on seda kirjeldanud ja U. Hermann koostanud vareme lähiumbruse 1974. aasta detailise asendiplaani.
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